
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Arrival by Plane 

Milan is served by 3 airports: Milano Malpensa (MXP) – Milano Linate (LIN) – Milan Bergamo Airport (BGY) 

- if you land at Milano Malpensa (MXP) airport there are two options for getting to the center of Milan: 

o Malpensa Express train to Milano Centrale: the departure is from both Terminal 1 and Terminal 2 every 30 minutes from 5.25 AM to 

11.25 PM, the travel time is about 50 minutes, the ticket price is 13 euros and it can be purchased either online (malpensaexpress.it) 

or at Malpensa Express station from   ticket counter or vending machines.  

o Malpensa Shuttle bus: the departure is from both Terminal 1 and Terminal 2 every 30 minutes from 5.20 AM to 2:30 AM, the travel 

time is about 70 minutes (traffic conditions allowing), the ticket price is 10 euros single ride/ 16 euros return tickets, and it can be 

purchased either online (https://www.malpensashuttle.it/) or at arrivals at Malpensa airport station.  

Once you arrive at Milano Centrale station, to reach the course venue (Viale Ortles 22, Milan) you need to take the metro line 3 (yellow) for 9 stops 

from Centrale to Brenta (direction to San Donato) and then take bus number 34 (Toffetti - Q.re Fatima) towards Q.re Fatima at the Brenta stop for 4 

stops, getting off at the Viale Ortles-Via Condino stop. Alternatively, you can walk the distance from the Brenta subway stop in about 15-20 minutes 

(1.4 km). The total time from Milano Centrale station to the course venue is around 40 minutes. 

 

Milan travel information 



- if you land at Milano Linate (LIN) airport there are two options for getting to the course venue (Viale Ortles 22, Milan): 

o Metro line: take metro line 4 (blue) for 7 stops from Linate airport to the end of the line (San Babila station), the departure is from 

Linate airport every around 5 minutes from 6.00 AM to 00.20 AM. At San Babila station change and take metro line 1 (red) to Bisceglie 

or Rho Fiera for 1 stop and get off at Duomo station, and then take the metro line 3 (yellow) for 5 stops from Duomo to Brenta 

(direction to San Donato) and then take bus number 34 (Toffetti - Q.re Fatima) towards Q.re Fatima at the Brenta stop for 4 stops, 

getting off at the Viale Ortles-Via Condino stop. Alternatively, you can walk the distance from the Brenta subway stop in about 15-20 

minutes (1.4 km). The total time from Milano Linate airport to the course venue is around 50 minutes. 

o Metro line + tram line: take metro line 4 (blue) for 7 stops from Linate airport to the end of the line (San Babila station), the departure 

is from Linate airport every around 5 minutes from 6.00 AM to 00.20 AM. At San Babila station get off the metro line, walk about 500 

meters to Piazza Fontana and take tram number 24 (direction to Vigentino) for 10 stops to the Via Ripamonti-Via Rutilia stop and then 

walk about 300 meters. The total time from Milano Linate airport to the course venue is around 50 minutes. 

 

- if you land at Milan Bergamo (BGY) airport there is an option for getting to the center of Milan: 

o Orio Shuttle bus: the departure is from both Milano Bergamo airport every 30 minutes from 5.30 AM to 3:30 AM, the travel time is 

about 50 minutes (traffic conditions allowing), the ticket price is 10 euros single ride, and it can be purchased either online 

(http://www.orioshuttle.com/).  

Once you arrive at Milano Centrale station, to reach the course venue (Viale Ortles 22, Milan) you need to take the metro line 3 (yellow) for 9 stops 

from Centrale to Brenta (direction to San Donato) and then take bus number 34 (Toffetti - Q.re Fatima) towards Q.re Fatima at the Brenta stop for 4 

stops, getting off at the Viale Ortles-Via Condino stop. Alternatively, you can walk the distance from the Brenta subway stop in about 15-20 minutes 

(1.4 km). The total time from Milano Centrale station to the course venue is around 40 minutes. 

 

 

 

 

 



Arrival by Train 

There are good train connections between Milan and other European cities.  If you arrive by train, you will travel to the venue from Milano Centrale 

or Milano Porta Garibaldi railway station. If you arrive at Milano Porta Garibaldi railway station, you need to take the metro line 2 (green) for 2 stops 

from Garibaldi FS to Centrale (direction Cologno Nord/Gessate). Once you arrive at Milano Centrale station, to reach the course venue (Viale Ortles 

22, Milan) you need to take the metro line 3 (yellow) for 9 stops from Centrale to Brenta (direction to San Donato) and then take bus number 34 

(Toffetti - Q.re Fatima) towards Q.re Fatima at the Brenta stop for 4 stops, getting off at the Viale Ortles-Via Condino stop. Alternatively, you can walk 

the distance from the Brenta subway stop in about 15-20 minutes (1.4 km). The total time from the railway stations to the course venue is around 

40/50 minutes. 

 

 

Venue 

The course will be held at Fondazione Unimi (ex Fondazione Filarete) in Ortles street, no. 22: 

https://www.fondazioneunimi.com/  

Fondazione Unimi supports the University of Milan in its relations with the market and in the 

exploitation of research results relying on excellent facilities and instruments in every field. 

The venue is located in the southern area of Porta Romana, near the Prada Foundation and the 

Symbiosis district where the future Olympic village will be built. The city center can be reached in 

15 minutes by tram number 24 (direction to Piazza Fontana). The tram stop for the city center is via 

Ripamonti-via Rutilia stop, around 300 meters far from Fondazione Unimi.  

The lunch and the social dinner will take place nearby the venue. 

 

 

 



Public Transport Ticket in Milan (ATM) 

- Single ticket: 2.20 euros - validity 90 minutes after validation     https://www.atm.it 
- Daily ticket: 7.60 euros – validity 24 hours after validation 

- 3-days ticket: 15.50 euros - validity 3 days after validation 

 


